
a report from

Fragile Frankie: Understanding the

perception of, and responses to,

challenging behaviour in families,

schools and society.



At Christmas, we are often reminded of the power of

storytelling. Many of us will be surrounded by the excitement,

happiness and hope that stories can create. We may find

ourselves united and refocused through the magic of the

stories contents. Stories can be used to educate, instruct,

inspire and empower and yet, they are rarely utilised with the

most vulnerable individuals within our society. We use a range

of strategies in school such as D.E.A.R (“Drop Everything And

Read), protective reading time and different materials in class.

We don’t often talk about the enjoyment of reading to tell

stories, to talk about emotions or ways to discover a bit more

about ourselves. Following 

the impact Excitable Edgar

(this year’s Christmas advert 

from John Lewis & Partners) 

had on a number of 

parents and children within 

our community, the team 

at Phoenix decided to create 

our own Christmas story, 

showcasing the 

transformative 

journey of a young, and 

some might say, challenging 

Phoenix called Frankie.

Overview



Children felt understood, supported and connected by and to

others;

Parents were engaged with empathy and insight and empowered

to act with easily applied tips and strategies

Teachers were given the opportunity to reflect upon their role and

the responsibilities associated with vulnerable children, the other

children in class and themselves. 

We realised that the benefit and mass appeal of the Excitable Edgar

was in both its intention to flip the narrative, the outsider becomes

integral to the community and the connection with the audience.

Edgar, who has been described as a well-meaning but accident prone

dragon, created a mainstream conversation about the intentions of

disruptive behaviours and the ways in which our society could and

should support the children that present them. 

It became important for us to ensure that;

1.

2.

3.

We hoped people would speak of Fragile Frankie as they have of

Excitable Edgar, capturing the heart and kindness of our society in a

way that would encourage them to challenge their own perceptions of

‘naughty’ children and both the reasons for and the responses to,

disruptive behaviours.

Objective



Frankie is a young phoenix who lives with his mum, Farhana and his

sister, Freya. Frankie is ten years old and his sister is six. It has been

suggested that Frankie experiences anxiety. It has been suggested that

Frankie may be on the autistic spectrum and is on a 17 month waiting list

for a diagnostic appointment with CAMHS. As he doesn’t have an official

diagnosis, Frankie doesn’t get additional support at school but his

behaviours are often disruptive and he finds himself working in isolation,

sent to another classroom or in the Head Teacher’s office.Farhana is a

single mum. She works full-time but is able to work at home as a virtual

assistant. Farhana still finds it difficult to pay all of her bills and meets the

demands of both children. Farhana has experienced challenges with her

own mental health in the past and was unable to take any maternity leave

due to the pressures of working for herself and having to maintain her

mortgage payments. Frankie doesn’t have a

consistent contact arrangement 

with his father and he left after 

significant domestic violence 

in the early stages of his life. 

There is no contact order with 

Frankie’s father and Farhana 

has significant concerns that 

Frankie may be at risk if one 

was arranged. Frankie’s sister, 

Freya was subject to a child 

protection plan when she was 

born due to the high incidences 

of domestic violence in the 

home. Frankie likes Maths and

Science at school. He enjoys

playing football and wants to be 

a Formula 1 Driver when he grows up.

Narrative



An aversion to touch and physical affection. Children with RAD

often flinch, laugh, or even say “ouch” when touched. Rather than

producing positive feelings, touch and affection are perceived as a

threat.

Control issues. Most children with reactive attachment disorder go

to great lengths to remain in control and avoid feeling helpless.

They are often disobedient, defiant, and argumentative.

Anger problems. Anger may be expressed directly, in tantrums or

acting out, or through manipulative, passive-aggressive behavior.

Children with RAD may hide their anger in socially acceptable

actions, like giving a high five that hurts or hugging someone too

hard.

Difficulty showing genuine care and affection. For example,

children with reactive attachment disorder may act inappropriately

affectionate with strangers while displaying little or no affection

towards their parents.An underdeveloped conscience. Children

with reactive attachment disorder may act like they don’t have a

conscience and fail to show guilt, regret, or remorse after behaving

badly.

After exploring Frankie’s history and the nature of the relationship

between he and his mum, experts have suggested that Frankie could

be trying to manage Reactive Attachment Disorder (RAD). RAD occurs

when babies and young children are unable to form a secure and

healthy attachment to their primary caregiver and is something that is

often seen in families where there is domestic abuse, drug use,

violence or extreme poverty.

 

Some of the symptoms of Reactive Attachment Disorder include:

Insights



Although Reactive Attachment Disorder can cause anxiety and other

disruptive and challenging behaviours that can lead to experts

suspecting an underlying mental health condition, it is a complex

disorder that can lead to a variety of cognitive abnormalities and

neurological dysfunctions.In our experience, we understand that

Reactive Attachment Disorder occurs not only in the traumatic

circumstances abuse, poverty and neglect can cause but also as a

result of the day realities of modern life; through financial pressures,

the stresses and strains of work, the changing nature of the family, the

wider impact of social media and the distractions of digital interaction

and information overload. We understand that Reactive Attachment

Disorder is the outcome of highly traumatic circumstances but the

reality is that challenging circumstances of modern day living may

make a significant contribution to the 1 in 8 children that would meet

the threshold of a mental health difficulties in the UK.  We should not

confuse Reactive Attachment Disorder with insecure attachments

which do not meet the threshold of a disorder.  It is important to

remember that whilst secure attachment is often seen as the pinnacle

of ‘good parenting’ many children and their parents may have different

attachment style and remain successful.



We ran our Fragile Frankie campaign during the advent period,

revealing more of Frankie’s story every day of the Christmas

countdown. We shared the latest segment of the advent adventure as

well as tips for teachers, parents and children who may wish to better

understand, support or respond to challenging behaviours and

vulnerable children and young people.  

 

It is interesting to note that whilst we were revealing the different part

of Fragile Frankie’s story, lots of parents and children spoke to us

about how their child felt that Frankie was like them or understood.

The power of story-telling is important, that we fine patterns and

similarities where we can.  

 

Whether or not the fictional story of Fragile Frankie meets the

threshold of ASD, Reactive Attachment Disorder or an anxiety

disorder, what we know is that how he was communicating was not in a

way that explicitly said  ‘I am scared,’ ‘I need attention,’ I need my

mum right now’.

Learnings



We ran our Fragile Frankie campaign during the 
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every day of the Christmas countdown. We shared 

the latest segment of the advent adventure as well

as tips for teachers, parents and children who may
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Hearing the Silence

Understanding Noise
When children behave badly, we often

simply see a child that is choosing to

behave badly and be disruptive. Typically

we respond by punishing children with

isolation or restriction - both of which only

fuel a cycle of bad behaviour and

punishment. It is essential, as a parent, a

teacher or another caregiver, that we

become better at understanding noise. Is

a child saying that they are scared, that

they are angry, that they are anxious or

alone? Once we know what is being said,

we need to ask ourselves why? What need

is not being met, what historic events have

caused anger or sadness? How has this

affected their self perception, their

internal narrative and their belief about

motivations and mindset of others?



Typically, when we respond to challenging behaviours, 

we end up creating further conflict, isolation or hurt 

and often that is because we interact as if one party 

(the adult) should have full power and control. It is 

easy to tell a child to stop behaving in a certain way 

or punish them to limit their expression but in reality, 

building a connection and facilitating understanding 

will lead to, and allow for, insight, support and an evolution of emotional

responses. It is important to remain calm and consistent and although you

should have a clear understanding of your personal barriers, it’s important that

you approach the situation with kindness and empathy. It is important to utilise

the power of story-telling in this stage,  characters and anecdotes that express

your feelings and fears and should also be brave enough to be vulnerable;

showcasing your own uncertainties, insecurities and any experiences you may

have of either poor mental health or challenging behaviours.

Building a Connection

Reflection
When behaviour has improved and emotions have lessened, 

it’s important that you reflect upon any incidents caused 

by challenging or disruptive behaviours. It can be 

useful to reflect in different and neutral territory and doing 

a task can help deflect from any confrontation, 

discomfort or hostility. Going for a walk, 

a drive, or engaging in crafting activities can all be 

beneficial and help you work with your child or

 pupil to analyse how you could have better 

communicated in order to prevent challenges and 

disruption. Ensure you focus not on the behaviour itself but 

the root causes of the behaviour, the reasons for the unwanted responses

and an analysis of the impact of outbursts of bad behaviour. It can be useful

to keep note of reflections in a diary or journal and regularly look for

patterns in behaviour. If you have any concerns you should contact your GP

in a non emergency situation or go to A&E in more severe circumstances.
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As adults, we often feel we have to be in control in

the presence of children. It is easy to feel like we

must have answers to all of their questions and

solutions to all of their problems. However, often it is

easier, and more beneficial, to share your own

vulnerabilities and experiences with children so that

we can develop a connection, trust and work

effectively together to find a unique and appropriate

solution to the challenges children are facing. Your

children, whether you are a parent or a professional,

can gain the most strength from shared weaknesses

and learn the most from your mistakes or

misfortunes.

It’s important that we understand individual

differences and explore our children’s unique

character and preferences with them. It’s critical that

we ensure children and young people recognise

their preferred way of communicating, interacting,

learning and relaxing and enable them to articulate

and share this with others. Often, anxiety and other

mental health difficulties can be enhanced through

our inability to communicate our needs or recognise

the reasonable adjustments others can make to

ensure we proactively manage and support our

mental health.

Expressing Differences

Visiting Vulnerability

Finding Fun
In our busy and demanding modern lives, it is easily to

forget time for fun and adventure. In our ambition to ensure

our children learn, evolve and aspire we can often forget

that laughter is imperative and essential to the reduction of

stress and the development of relationships. It is difficult to

forget that fun can be free and often, simple, and in many

cases, facilitated the strength of relationship that exists

between parents and their children. Whether it’s crafting,

playing hide and seek, watching a funny film or having a

pillow fight, fun is a critical components of both mental

wellness and healthy relationships.



To help overcome some of the

symptoms of reactive attachment

disorder, it’s important to help children

and young people create and

strengthen new rules and understanding

of relationships. This requires strength

and consistency when it comes to

discipline, punishment, rules and

boundaries. Your children need to trust

that you will be there for them, have

confidence that you love them and have

their best interests at heart. You will

need to be present and they will need to

constantly be reminded that when they

ask for you, you will respond with

attention. You should manage

disruptions calmly, you should provide

children with an opportunity to reflect

but arguably most importantly, when

challenges or conflicts do occur, its

important you address and overcome

them quickly.

Establishing Connections

Exploring

Opportunities
As you establish a connection with

your children or pupils, you will find

that they develop a better relationship

with themselves. Strong relationships

act as a foundation for independence,

exploration of the evolution of your

child’s unique personalities. In

exploring opportunities, your children

may find that they face new

challenges, make mistakes or cause

complications and it’s important that

you help them realise this is OK. In the

progression of your child’s confidence,

it’s important they remember a knock

back, is a side step rather than a need

to go ‘back to the start’. Help children

recognise what they have done well

and celebrate all achievements,

regardless of how small they may be



In psychological terms, belonging is a human need and is as vital to our mental

wellbeing as food and shelter is to our physical health. Belonging means

acceptance as a member or part and is often achieved via our core family unit.

Although it is a simple word, it is a huge concept and is most important in

seeing value in life and in coping with painful emotions. Belonging has the

capacity to help children and young people overcome or better manage a

whole variety of the emotions and challenges that we currently recognise as

mental illness. Belonging could replace medication for some and hours of

therapy for many; and even when children are not living under our roof, we can

make huge contributions to their sense of belonging and as a result, the future

foundation of their lives.

Believing you belong



At Phoenix Education Consultancy, we are committed to beginning with

belonging. We believe it is the single most under-recognised

component of supporting the development and mental wellbeing of

children and young people. We work with schools, Pupil Referral Units

(PRUs) and Alternative Provisions (AP) to ensure they are able to provide

their children with a sense of belonging regardless of their background

or homelife and also work to support and coach the parents of the most

challenging and disruptive children to facilitate wellness, inclusion and

academic success. For more information please visit

www.phoenixeducationconsultancy.com, e-mail

sarah@phoenixeducationconsultancy.com or follow @phoenixgrouphq

on social media.

Opportunities


